ADVENTURE TRAILS in Vietnam

Prepare for unforgettable experiences in Vietnam’s great outdoors with this active itinerary.

HA GIANG
Jaw-dropping mountain passes and spectacular vistas await you in this northernmost province of Vietnam. Spend days taking in the views, and rest at night in friendly rural home stays.

PHONG NHA
Phong Nha went from obscurity to fame with the discovery of Son Doong, the world’s largest cave, just one of 300 in the area. Find your challenge among wild caves, jungle and rivers.

DA LAT
Da Lat’s rushing waterfalls, glimmering lakes and rolling pine forests are a delight for outdoor enthusiasts. Test your mettle while canyoning at Datanla Falls, or pitch a tent in the national park.

MUI NE
This beachfront town is Vietnam’s capital when it comes to water sports. After exciting rides over the waves and Mui Ne’s striking sand dunes, feast on delectable seafood near the water.

DAY 1
Journey from Hanoi and spend a night in an ethnic village and homestay, soak up the warm hospitality and plan your drive the next day.

DAY 2
Take on Ma Pi Leng Pass and the Nho Que River.

DAY 3
Back in Hanoi, fly or take the night bus to Phong Nha - Vietnam’s ‘Kingdom of Caves’ is covered with thick jungle and carved with rivers.

DAY 4
Book a guided tour of the caves and national park.

DAY 5
Connect in Ho Chi Minh City then fly to Da Lat where you can have a vegetable hotpot for dinner and stroll the city’s pretty lake at dusk.

DAY 6
Do SUP at sunrise, then go canyoning or hiking.

DAY 7
Go overland to finish on the beach in Mui Ne.

TIP
Stop by K’Ho Coffee Farm for amazing arabica.